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DANIELA KOMATOVIĆ
Extravagant	gold	 jewelry	decorated	with	diamonds,	
precious	stones	and	pearls	inspired	by	geometry	
is	representing	work	of	Daniela	Komatović.

Daniela Komatović is a Czech graphic designer, 
a painter, a photographer, and above all, 
a designer of jewellery. A perfectionist who 
focuses on every detail of her amazing work 
– from design to completion. With minima-
lism and elegance as her trademarks, she 
widens the boundaries of design with every 
piece of work she makes. 

Daniela discovered her passion for jewelry 
through her mum, a stylish lady and real lo-
ver of fashion. However, it was not until her 
husband, a professional gemologist, intro-
duced her to the magical world of precious 
stones and pearls. Only the highest quality 
gemstones are used in Daniela‘s jewelry. 
With the professional supervision of her 
husband she personally selects every gem 
used in her jewelry and she do not hesi-
tate to travel even to Hongkong to choose 
the perfect gems for her rings. Minimalism, 
clean geometric lines, nonconventional de-
signs and atypic stone settings require the 
best expertise and also an innovative appro-
ach of the goldsmiths producing Daniela‘s 
jewelry.

First signature line of jewelry was launched 
in 2015 and in a short period of time has be-
come a recognizable and successful brand. 
Until now Daniela presented five complete 
collection lines, and each has it own story 
and inspiration. 

Collection Vertex is presenting a geometric
world without circle, where not only rings,
but even the gems decorating it are shaped
into a squares. In opposite collection Liberty
is inspired by a free, flawless style and gentle, 

curved shapes of Art Nouveau works of Alfons Mucha. Long, 
sinuous forms, tender colors and decorative, elegant elements 
evokes the feeling of freedom and pleasure. Each piece from 
Liberty collection decorated by organic shaped sapphires and 
brilliant cut diamonds is one-off. Collection Queens is the 
one, that pays tribute to the great women, who significantly 
influenced our history and succeeded in positions that belon-
ged mostly to menand in the same moment managed to re-
tain their feminity. The visionaries, where know for their love 
to the timeless beauty of pearl luxury jewelry. Cosmos collec-
tion brings down to Earth vast secrets of universe. Gold rings, 
necklaces and earrings, colorful fancy sapphires and diamonds 
present the power of distant galaxies. Rings Diamond Spot Da-
niela created exclusively for luxury jewelry boutiques Diamond 
Spot. Sleek single point rings decorated with shiny gemstones 
are also presented in the brands logo.

Only 2 years after creating her design line, she won a Gold Award
at the prestigious A’ Design Award and Competition 2017 in 
Milan for her collection Eye to the Soul. Winning ring - pendant 
is considered to be worn as a protective amulet, as it is inspired 
by God Horus, protector of people and their destiny. Unique 
setting of princess cut gemstones into a cube is extremely di-
fficult, but allows light to pass seamlessly through the stones 
and contributes to the maximum utilisation of light reflection. 
In late 2018 Daniela extended this successful collection with 
matching earrings where not only 3, but 5 gemstones are set 
into the cube.

Daniela’s modern, yet luxurious jewelry is attracting the atten-
tion of even the most demanding lovers of design. Her unique 
pieces have been adorning many people from public life and di-
plomatic circles. Rings Gothic, Vertex, Amulet Eye and Diamond 
Spot became popular among man looking for a truly original 
engagement ring. Despite  the extravagancy her jewels are very 
comfortable to wear, what makes them a perfect day to night 
pieces.

Photos by: Daniela Komatović

www.danielakomatovicjewelry.com
www.instagram.com/danielakomatovic
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